


👋 Hello ODSC, I’m Matt Dzugan
Director of Data Science at project44

@mattdzugan on twitter



I make a lot of powerpoints





























The graphic you use to 
discover the insight may 

not be the right graphic to 
communicate the insight





Two Distinct Steps
1. Develop Your Story 2. Create your Graphics
• Who is the audience?
• What do they know? [current state]
• What do we want them to know? [desired state]
• What is the smallest set of info that takes them 

from [current] to [desired] state?

• Above all else, show the data
• Show context as needed 

• Remember audience’s current state
• Highlight key points as needed

• Remember audience’s desired state
• Remove unnecessary Chart Junk



Develop Your Story 
Structure Before You 

Do the Project
I realize it sounds crazy

but I promise this is magic



Example for a ML Model
There’s a problem in the world Here’s How Users Try to Solve it Today We can Measure their Success (benchmark)

We have XYZ data available to us Our approach to solving the problem Our success metrics vs benchmark



Example for a ML Model
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Remember how YOU viewed the world 
BEFORE you started your project?

That’s probably where your audience is today!



Example for a ML Model
There’s a problem in the world Here’s How Users Try to Solve it Today We can Measure their Success (benchmark)

We have XYZ data available to us Our approach to solving the problem Our success metrics vs benchmark

This also acts as a great 
project-management guide!











One thing that bothers me is large numbers presented without context. 
We’re always seeing things like, “This canal project will require 1.15 
million tons of concrete.” It’s presented as if it should mean something 
to us, as if numbers are inherently informative. So we feel like if we 
don’t understand it, it’s our fault.

Randall Munroe - XKCD



But I have only a vague idea of what one ton of concrete looks like. I 
have no idea what to think of a million tons. Is that a lot? It’s clearly 
supposed to sound like a lot, because it has the word “million” in it. But 
on the other hand, “The Adventures of Pluto Nash” made $7 million at 
the box office, and it was one of the biggest flops in movie history.

Randall Munroe - XKCD



It can be more useful to look for context. Is concrete a surprisingly large 
share of the project’s budget? Is the project going to consume more 
concrete than the rest of the state combined? Will this project use up a 
large share of the world’s concrete? Or is this just easy, space-filling 
trivia? A good rule of thumb might be, “If I added a zero to this number, 
would the sentence containing it mean something different to me?” If 
the answer is “no,” maybe the number has no business being in the 
sentence in the first place.

Randall Munroe - XKCD





Observable-PLOT

matplotlib



Avoid “Tool-Worship”

















The graphic you use to discover the insight may not be 
the right graphic to communicate the insight

First develop your story, then create effective graphics 
to tell that story

Communicating is both art and science. Learn from 
those who you feel do it well!








